On today’s call were

- Tuan Anh Do (San Francisco State University & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee) - Co-Chair
- Jason Hurdlow (Washington State University)
- Anne Johnston (Edustuctures/Pearson)
- Michael Morris (ACT, Inc.)
- Clare Smith-Larson (Iowa State University & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee)
- Tom Stewart (Miami Dade College in FL - Retired & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee)

Tuan started the call at 5 minutes after the hour.

1. **Tests and Subtests**: Michael Morris posted a short document on AirSet under ERUG.Documents.Current from NCES. It shows how NCES categorizes types of tests. He also found a few additional types (but not mutually exclusive) used by SIF. After a brief discussion, we felt we really needed Barbara to be on the call before we decided to recommend the addition on one or two new optional data elements to hold these values.

2. **MonthDay Date**: Tom updated the PESC XML College Transcript Version 1.1.0 Implementation Guide to correct the error in the format. Tom sent the updated version (1.1.1.A) to Michael Sessa for posting to the PESC.org web site.

3. **Repository of Sample Instance Documents**: Tuan raised this issue with the PESC Technical Advisory Board and they agreed that it is a great idea. However, at this time PESC doesn’t have the resources to support it.

4. **AcademicSummaryType and NonCumulative**: Jason raised this issue again and Tuan pointed out that the primary reason for adding the “NonCumulative” enumerated value was to facilitate the crosswalk from EDI to XML. Jason pointed out that he uses the value “SenderOnly” and it works fine for him. When the new value is added in a future version, Tom will point out in the Implementation Guide that either value will work and it is probably best to stay with “SenderOnly” when including academic summary totals as child to AcademicSession. Then the use of the value “Cumulative” works to send the cumulative totals for that session and all previous sessions.
5. **PESC XML HS Transcript Version 1.1.0 Implementation Guide**: Tom distributed a MS Word copy of the Guide without a corrected (updated) sample instance document. Tom will work to create one. Anne noted that she found a few typos in the Guide and will send those to Tom to correct.

6. **Transmission Data**: Jason also noted that he is using the PESC College Transcript schema within his home grown system at Washington State University. Since “TransmissionData” is a required data element, it is causing some problems with his process. He’d like to insure WSU is conforming to the PESC data standards, but he cannot validate his documents against the schema, since he doesn’t use the Transmission Data complex data element.

   He would like to see the schema changed to make “TransmissionData” optional. He was unable (on this call) to convince the group to change the cardinality since the purpose of the schema is to transmit the transcript between two entities (schools or agencies).

The call ended at 55 minutes after the hour.

**Next Conference Call** is Monday, November 16 at 1 pm Eastern (noon Central, 11 am Mountain and 10 am Pacific) Standard Time. Call 866.352.3799; Meeting Number *7696363*;